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Purpose: Temporal summation (TS) of pain occurs when pain increases over repeated presentations of identical noxious stimuli. TS 
paradigms can model central sensitization, a state of hyperexcitability in nociceptive pathways that promotes chronic pain onset and 
maintenance. Many experimenters use painful heat stimuli to measure TS (TS-heat); yet, TS-heat research faces unresolved 
challenges, including difficulty evoking summation in up to 30–50% of participants. Moreover, substantial variability exists between 
laboratories regarding the methods for evoking and calculating TS-heat.
Patients and Methods: To address these limitations, this study sought to identify optimal parameters for evoking TS-heat in healthy 
participants with a commercially available constant contact heat stimulator, the Medoc TSA-II. Working within constraints of the 
TSA-II, stimulus trains with varying parameters (eg, stimulus frequency, baseline temp, peak temp, peak duration, testing site) were 
tested in a sample of 32 healthy, chronic pain-free participants to determine which combination best evoked TS-heat. To determine 
whether TS scoring method altered results, TS-heat was scored using three common methods.
Results: Across all methods, only two trains successfully evoked group-level TS-heat. These trains shared the following parameters: 
site (palmar hand), baseline and peak temperatures (44°C and 50°C, respectively), and peak duration (0.5 s). Both produced 
summation that peaked at moderate pain (~50 out of 100 rating).
Conclusion: Future TS-heat investigations using constant contact thermodes and fixed protocols may benefit from adopting stimulus 
parameters that include testing on the palmar hand, using 44°C baseline and 50°C peak temperatures, at ≥0.33 Hz stimulus frequency, 
and peak pulse durations of at least 0.5 seconds.
Keywords: temporal summation, heat pain, second pain, wind-up, Medoc TSA-II

Introduction
Temporal summation (TS) of pain is a C fiber-mediated phenomenon in which pain is amplified over repeated 
presentations of identical noxious stimuli delivered at a frequency of at least 0.33Hz.1 It is the psychophysical correlate 
of windup, a state of temporary hyperexcitability in spinal neurons,2 and is used by investigators as a model for central 
sensitization, a prolonged state of spinal neuronal hyperexcitability that can cause hyperalgesia and allodynia.3,4 That is, 
TS is used as a measure of pain and nociceptive amplification which can be augmented in chronic pain states.4–6 

Physiologically, all healthy individuals should experience TS as a result of windup of dorsal horn neurons, but greater TS 
reflects enhanced central pain processing and is observed in people with chronic pain.4,7

TS has been successfully evoked using multiple noxious stimulus modalities, including electric, mechanical pressure, 
and heat (TS-heat). When assessing TS-heat, stimuli are delivered using either intermittent contact thermodes (ie, 
a preheated thermode is applied and removed to the test site for each stimulus) or constant contact thermodes (ie, an 
attached thermode rapidly heats and cools to deliver each stimulus).8 The constant contact thermode approach is 
appealing due to the ease of standardizing duration of stimulus presentations and pulse intervals.

Despite this, TS-heat paradigms face unresolved challenges, including difficulty evoking TS-heat in a large subset of 
participants. Indeed, previous studies suggest that 30–50% of participants show no evidence of TS-heat.9–11 Whereas 
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some TS-heat investigations have employed fixed protocols,9,12 in which all participants received identical noxious 
stimuli, other investigators have developed protocols that individually tailor heat stimuli for participants in an attempt to 
elicit TS-heat for a greater proportion of participants by accounting for individual differences in heat sensitivity.13–15 Yet, 
the use of individually calibrated protocols limits comparisons across groups, requires participants to receive more 
painful stimulations, and still may not yield sufficient summation. In fact, one recent study using individually calibrated 
stimuli and state-of-The-art procedures/equipment found no summation in over 300 healthy participants.16 Thus, it would 
be beneficial to identify and design fixed protocols that better evoke TS-heat.

Additionally, there is a lack of procedural standardization in TS-heat research that decrease the ability to make 
generalized conclusions from TS-heat research across laboratories.8 For instance, there is no consensus on an optimal 
body site to evoke TS-heat, and there is considerable variability in the equipment and stimulus parameters used to evoke 
TS-heat, further limiting generalizability.12,17 Methods of scoring summation also vary across laboratories and 
studies,9,11,12,18 further precluding conclusions about the effectiveness of TS-heat paradigms.

To address these limitations, this study was conducted to identify optimal stimulus parameters for evoking TS-heat 
employing a widely used, commercially available constant-contact heat stimulator in healthy, chronic pain-free participants.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Participants were 32 (mean age = 21.44 years, SD = 4.57) healthy, chronic pain-free cisgender men (n=10), and women (n = 22). 
Participants reported their race as predominantly White (n = 25, 78.1%) or Asian (n = 6, 18.8%), and most participants reported 
their ethnicity as non-Hispanic (n = 30, 93.8%). Participants had a mean body mass index (BMI) of 24.32 (SD = 4.41). Of these 32 
participants, 30 completed all testing in this study. The two participants who did not complete the study withdrew during the last of 
three testing blocks (see procedure description below), but their available data were used in analyses, nonetheless. Participants 
were undergraduate students at a small university in the United States who received course credit for their participation. 
Enrollment began in 2017 and ended in 2019. Exclusion criteria were as follows: <18 years of age; currently ill with infectious 
disease (eg, cold, flu); current symptoms of psychosis; diagnosis of a chronic pain condition; an inability to speak or read English; 
neurological, cardiovascular, or circulatory problems; or recent use of analgesic, anxiolytic, antihypertensive, or antidepressant 
medication. The study protocol was approved by the university of Tulsa’s Institutional Review Board and all participants provided 
written and verbal consent to participate. All study procedures complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.

To determine whether the current study’s sample size of 32 (30 of whom completed the study) would provide adequate 
statistical power for the multilevel modeling analyses, ANOVA-based sensitivity analyses were conducted using G*Power 319 to 
estimate the minimum effect sizes that could be detected given a Type 1 Error probability of 0.05 for each of the statistical models 
used in the study. ANOVA-based sensitivity analyses were conducted due to difficulties in conducting power analyses for 
multilevel models. For the first two statistical models, described fully in the Data Analysis section, the parameters entered for the 
sensitivity analysis (ANOVA, repeated measures, within factor) were as follows: total sample size = 30, number of groups = 1, and 
number of measurements = 72. Even when entering extremely low correlations among repeated measures (ie, 0.01), the G*Power 
output found that we could detect effect sizes as low as f = 0.1522, which is considered a small-to-medium effect size.

For the third statistical model, a nearly identical sensitivity analysis was conducted, although there were 720 measurements 
per participant instead of 72. When entering extremely low correlations among repeated measures (ie, 0.01), the G*Power 
output found that we could detect effect sizes as low as f = 0.0795, which is also considered a small effect size.

Overview of Procedures and Testing Environment
After providing informed consent, participants were brought into an electrically shielded and sound-attenuated testing room by 
a male experimenter. Participants were seated in a reclining chair (Perfect Chair Zero Gravity Recliner, Human Touch, Long 
Beach, CA) and were asked to turn off all electronic devices and remove any jewelry on their arms and hands. Then, participants 
completed a demographics questionnaire and were screened for exclusion criteria. Next, they completed a computer-presented 
pre-test questionnaire (not presented) and received instructions for rating their pain in response to heat pulses, which were 
administered in trains (ie, groups) of 10 stimuli. A total of 72 trains of stimulations were delivered to each participant.
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During the instructions for pain ratings, participants were presented with a 0–100 numerical rating scale (NRS) previously 
used in TS-heat paradigms, which had increments every 5 points and verbal descriptions every 10 points.20 The intervals were: 0 = 
no sensation, 10 = warm, 20 = a barely painful sensation, 30 = very weak pain, 40 = weak pain, 50 = moderate pain, 60 = slightly 
strong pain, 70 = strong pain, 80 = very strong pain, 90 = nearly intolerable pain, and 100 = intolerable pain.20 The NRS remained 
visible to the participant on a computer screen during testing to help them anchor their ratings. Participants could choose any 
whole number between 0 and 100 on the NRS. They were reminded that they would receive 10 painful heat pulses in a row and 
were told to provide verbal pain ratings after each pulse. If a participant rated their pain in response to a heat pulse as a 100 on the 
VAS, the experimenter asked the participant if they would like to discontinue the study and reminded them that they could 
withdraw at any time. To facilitate participants’ rating of pain related to TS and not the initial (first) pain of the heat stimuli, 
participants were trained to differentiate between first and second pain using instructions similar to those used in previous TS-heat 
protocols.13,21 During these instructions, they were told that they would feel two painful sensations after each pulse, with the first 
sensation being a sharp pain occurring immediately after the pulse (ie, first pain) and the second pain sensation beginning 
approximately one second after the pulse (ie, second pain).13,21 Since the slower second pain reflects C fiber activation,22,23 which 
is responsible for triggering states of wind-up in the spinal cord,3 participants were instructed to only make pain ratings based 
on second pain. To ensure that participants could accurately distinguish between first and second pain, they received at least two 
trains of heat pulses as practice until they could confidently distinguish between the two.

For the first practice train, the experimenter attached the heat probe to the participant’s left volar forearm and delivered practice 
heat pulses so that the participant could become familiar with the rating procedure. After the train, participants were asked if they 
could successfully distinguish between first and second pain; if they could differentiate between the two, they continued to 
the second practice train. If not, experimenters provided verbal feedback about the sensations before continuing to the second 
practice train. If a participant did not provide pain ratings for all 10 stimuli, the experimenter reminded the participant to make all 
10 ratings before moving to the second practice train. For the second practice train, the heat probe was attached to the thenar 
eminence (palm) of the participant’s left hand. Once participants were comfortable with identifying second pain and making 
verbal pain ratings for both sites, they began the experiment, which consisted of three testing blocks. In each block, there were 24 
trains of 10 heat pulses delivered; as described in the next section, each of the 24 trains had different stimulus parameters and/or 
stimulation site. In total, 72 trains (ie, 720 stimulations) were delivered. The order of the trains was pseudo-randomized within 
blocks and across participants. That is, trains alternated between stimulation sites (volar forearm and palmar hand) to minimize 
habituation or sensitization, while the order of the other train types (see description below) was fully randomized. Thus, there was 
approximately 45–60 s between trains at each stimulation site. During testing, the experimenter remained in the testing room to 
initiate stimulation trains, record pain ratings, and hold the thermode on the stimulation sites. Stimulation trains alternated between 
sites (palmar hand and volar forearm.) To minimize peripheral sensitization, the thermode was moved slightly between trains for 
both sites.24,25 There were 5-minute breaks between blocks.

Temporal Summation of Heat Pain Parameters
Heat stimuli were delivered using the Medoc TSA-II Advanced Thermosensory Stimulator (Haifa, Israel) with 
a 30x30mm thermode. Based on previously published manuscripts describing TS-heat methods using continuous contact 
thermodes as well as technological limitations of the TSA-II,14,21 five variables relevant to evoking TS-heat were 
manipulated in this study. First, baseline and peak pulse temperatures were paired together to create three possible 
conditions (42–48, 43–49, or 44–50°C). These pairs were created based on ramp speed limitations of the TSA-II to 
ensure that peak temperatures of heat pulses and stimulation frequencies ≥0.33 Hz could be consistently achieved. 
Similar peak temperatures have been employed in previous TS-heat protocols.7,8,20 Based on constraints of the TSA-II, 
two conditions for pulse ramp speed to and from the peak temperature (6°C or 8°C/s) were created. Given that TS-heat 
requires stimulation frequencies of at least 0.33Hz,1 two conditions for pulse frequency were created (0.33 or 0.4Hz). 
Since second pain occurs approximately 1–1.5 seconds after a noxious stimulus,10 these intervals gave participants 
sufficient time (1–1.5 seconds) to experience and report their sensation of second pain.8,26 Next, two conditions were 
created for both peak temperature duration (0.25 or 0.5s) and stimulation site (left volar forearm or left thenar eminence.) 
Together, 24 trains of 10 identical stimuli were developed using all possible permutations of these variables. Table 1 
depicts the parameters for each train and the percentage of participants showing summation during the trains, and 
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Figure 1 depicts the time course of an example heat pulse within a train with definitions of the parameters manipulated. 
Although all stimuli were delivered at a frequency of either 0.33 or 0.4Hz, the amount of time at the baseline temperature 
differed depending on the values of the other stimulus parameters. At one extreme (ie, the slowest ramp speed [6°C/s], 
highest peak pulse duration [0.5s], and fastest frequency [0.4Hz]), the next stimulus within a train would begin as soon 
the previous stimulus ended). At the other extreme (ie, the fastest ramp speed [8°C/s], lowest peak pulse duration [0.25s], 
and slowest frequency [0.33Hz), the next stimulus within a train would return to and remain at the baseline temperature 
for 1.25s before the next stimulus would begin. Each of the three testing blocks contained all 24 trains, and participants 
provided ratings for each train three times across the whole experiment. Thus, participants completed 72 trains during 
testing, which consisted of 720 individual heat stimulations.

Table 1 Parameters for Trains of Noxious Heat Stimuli Used to Evoke Temporal Summation (TS)

Train Site Baseline/Peak 
Pulse Temps 
(°C)

Pulse 
Frequency 
(Hz)

Pulse Ramp 
Speed 
(°C/Sec)

Peak Temp 
Duration 
(Sec)

N(%) of Participants  
with Positive Summation

Last-First Max-First Growth Curve

1 Hand 42/48 0.33 6 0.50 2(6.25) 12(37.50) 3(9.38)

2 Forearm 42/48 0.33 6 0.50 2(6.25) 14(43.75) 2(6.25)

3 Hand 42/48 0.33 6 0.25 2(6.25) 13(40.63) 3(9.38)

4 Forearm 42/48 0.33 6 0.25 1(3.13) 9(28.13) 0(0.00)

5 Hand 42/48 0.40 8 0.50 1(3.13) 15(46.88) 2(6.25)

6 Forearm 42/48 0.40 8 0.50 1(3.13) 17(53.13) 1(3.13)

7 Hand 42/48 0.40 8 0.25 0(0.00) 12(37.50) 2(6.25)

8 Forearm 42/48 0.40 8 0.25 1(3.13) 10(31.25) 0(0.00)

9 Hand 43/49 0.33 6 0.50 9(28.13) 19(59.38) 6(18.75)

10 Forearm 43/49 0.33 6 0.50 5(15.63) 22(68.75) 5(15.63)

11 Hand 43/49 0.33 6 0.25 4(12.50) 13(40.63) 4(12.5)

12 Forearm 43/49 0.33 6 0.25 0(0.00) 13(40.63) 0(0.00)

13 Hand 43/49 0.40 8 0.50 6(18.75) 12(37.50) 8(25.00)

14 Forearm 43/49 0.40 8 0.50 8(25.00) 20(62.50) 8(25.00)

15 Hand 43/49 0.40 8 0.25 5(15.63) 15(46.88) 3(9.38)

16 Forearm 43/49 0.40 8 0.25 4(12.50) 16(50.00) 3(9.38)

17* Hand 44/50 0.33 6 0.50 19(59.38) 29(90.63) 21(65.63)

18 Forearm 44/50 0.33 6 0.50 15(46.88) 26(81.25) 15(46.88)

19 Hand 44/50 0.33 6 0.25 15(46.88) 22(68.75) 15(46.88)

20 Forearm 44/50 0.33 6 0.25 14(43.75) 23(71.88) 12(37.5)

21* Hand 44/50 0.40 8 0.50 23(71.88) 27(84.38) 23(71.88)

22 Forearm 44/50 0.40 8 0.50 16(50.00) 26(81.25) 17(53.13)

23 Hand 44/50 0.40 8 0.25 10(31.25) 14(43.75) 12(37.5)

24 Forearm 44/50 0.40 8 0.25 6(18.75) 19(59.38) 6(18.75)

Notes: *Trains showed statistically significant positive summation at the group level (ps < 0.05) for all three methods used to quantify temporal summation.
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Methods to Score Summation
Investigators have used varying methods to score TS, which can limit generalizability of results across studies.12,17 For 
instance, researchers have frequently calculated TS as a change score by subtracting either the first pain rating within 
a stimulus train from either the final pain rating within the train9 or the maximum pain rating within the train.18 

Additionally, researchers have used more sophisticated regression methods to assess the slope in pain ratings over the 
stimulus train.11 Thus, all three methods were used in this study to calculate TS to determine whether calculation method 
affected results. That is, the first two analyses calculated TS using change scores: the first analysis calculated TS as the 
last rating minus the first rating within a train, and the second analysis calculated TS as the maximum rating of stimulus 2 
to 10 minus the first rating within a train. The third analysis used a growth curve analysis to generate the slope (ie, 
predicted summation in pain ratings within a train at the individual level), as well as the intercept (ie, the predicted pain 
rating at the first stimulus in a train at the individual level) of a train.

Data Analysis
All multilevel model analyses were conducted in SPSS 27 using the SPSS MIXED command. All data obtained during 
the study were used in the analyses, including partial data from the two participants who withdrew during testing. 
Missing data were handled using maximum likelihood estimations. In the SPSS datasets, there were two primary nominal 
independent variables: site, which was coded as 1 (palmar hand) or 2 (volar forearm), and stimulus code, which ranged 
from 1 to 12 and reflected all combinations of stimulus parameters excluding site (see Table 1).

For models 1 and 2, first change scores were calculated for each train that represented the degree of summation. Next, 2 
multilevel models (ie, random effects ANOVA models) were used to analyze each change score. The fixed effects were site, 
stimulus code, and the Site x Stimulus Code interaction term. For these models, data were organized into long form such that 
each participant had 72 rows of data corresponding to the change score for each of the trains (24 trains x 3 repetitions = 72). 
This represents the level 1 unit in the multilevel models. The intercept for each participant was entered as a random effect, and 
both the testing block number (1–3) and order of trains within a block (1–24) were entered as repeated measures. To account 
for autocorrelations across repeated measures, a first-order autoregressive matrix (AR1) was used as the within-subject 

Figure 1 Graphical depiction of a heat pulse with the following parameters: baseline/peak pulse temperature (44/50°C), pulse ramp speed (6°C/s), pulse interval (0.33 Hz), 
and peak temperature duration (0.5s).
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variance covariance structure. To facilitate comparisons of group-level TS for each stimulus train in Bonferroni-corrected 
post-hoc analyses, a second multilevel ANOVA model was conducted, but this time collapsing the two nominal independent 
variables (site, stimulus code) into a single nominal independent variable called “train” with 24 levels. Bonferroni compar-
isons were then made to reduce the probability of Type I Error due to multiple comparisons.

In model 3, the multilevel growth curve model (ie, random effects regression model), data in SPSS were organized in long- 
form; that is, each row contained a single pain rating in response to a heat pulse (level 1 unit). Since all 24 stimulus trains were 
presented three times, participants with no missing data each had 720 rows of pain ratings (24 trains × 10 heat pulses × 3 
repetitions = 720). Like the change score models, the site, stimulus code, and Site x Stimulus Code interaction term were 
entered as fixed effects. In addition, the stimulus number of each heat pulse within each train (ranging from 1 to 10) was 
entered as a fixed effect to model the regression slope of summation, as were the Site x Stimulus Number, Stimulus Code 
x Stimulus Number, and Site x Stimulus Code x Stimulus Number interaction terms. Stimulus number (1–10), the order of 
trains within each testing block (1–24), and each testing block (1–3) were entered as repeated measures. To account for 
autocorrelations across repeated measures, a first-order autoregressive matrix (AR1) was used as the within-subject variance 
covariance structure. Stimulus code and site were entered as categorical variables and stimulus number was entered as 
a continuous variable. To determine simple slopes and intercepts for each train with pain rating as the outcome variable, a final 
model was built using this long-form dataset; in this model, each stimulus train (1–24) was added as a fixed effect, as were the 
stimulus number (1–10) and every Stimulus Train x Stimulus Number interaction term. Simple slopes and intercepts were then 
calculated for each train using an online tool for testing two-way interactions in hierarchical linear models.27 Ordinary least 
squares regression slopes were calculated for each train for each participant to determine the percentage of participants 
showing positive summation in each train.

Results
Group Level Pain Ratings for TS Trains
Figure 2A presents findings for trains delivered to the left volar forearm. Figure 2B presents findings for the left palmar 
hand. To briefly summarize the findings, trains 17 (base temp = 44°C, peak temp = 50°C, 0.5s peak duration, ramp = 6°C/ 
s, 0.33Hz, at hand) and 21 (base temp = 44°C, peak temp = 50°C, 0.5s peak duration, ramp = 8°C/s, 0.40Hz, at hand) 
showed a positive TS slope at the group level across all three methods of calculating TS (denoted with asterisks on 
figures/tables). The group-level TS for each stimulus train and TS calculation method are shown in Table 2.

Model 1: Predicting Temporal Summation Last Minus First Change Score
Table 3 presents results from the first analysis. Significant main effects of stimulus code and stimulation site were found. 
The interaction term between stimulation code and stimulus site was marginally significant (p = 0.088), thus the simple 
effects were probed to avoid a Type II error (Figure 3), but Bonferroni adjustments were applied to reduce the probability 
of Type I Error. Trains 17 and 21 showed a positive TS slope and were significantly different from all other trains except 
Train 19. As shown in Table 1, approximately 59% of participants showed summation during Train 17, 71% showed 
summation during Train 21, and 46% for Train 19.

Model 2: Predicting Temporal Summation Change Score 2 (Maximum Minus First)
Table 4 and Figure 4 present results from the second analysis. Like the first model, the main effects of stimulus code and site were 
significant, as was the interaction between stimulation code and stimulus site. According to Bonferroni multiple comparisons, 
Train 17 showed the greatest group level summation and was significantly greater than all other trains (ps < 0.05), except trains 19 
and 21 (ps > 0.05). Train 21 showed the second highest summation and was significantly greater than all other trains, except for 
trains 22, 19, and 17. Train 19, which showed the third highest summation, was significantly greater than all trains except for 
trains 23, 20, 9, 18, 22, 21, and 17. When quantifying TS as the difference between the maximum rating and the first rating, 
approximately 91% of participants showed positive summation during Train 17, 84% showed positive summation during Train 
21, and 69% during Train 19 (Table 1).
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Model 3: Predicting Temporal Summation Slopes Using Growth Curve Analysis
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 5 and Figure 5. The variable called “stimulus number” codes for the 
degree of summation (ie, the linear trend slope) across the 10 pulse trains. The main effects of stimulus code, site, and 
stimulus number were all significant, as were the 2-way interactions of Stimulus Code x Site, Stimulus Code x Stimulus 
Number, and Site x Stimulus Number. But all these effects were qualified by the Stimulus Code x Site x Stimulus 
Number interaction, which indicates that the degree of summation depended on the stimulus site and stimulus code. Post- 
hoc analyses were conducted to test which slopes were significantly positive, thus showing summation. The simple 
slopes and standard errors for each train are shown in Table 2. Only the slopes for two trains, 17 and 21, were positive (ps 

Figure 2 (A) shows the group-level pain ratings for the 12 stimulus trains delivered to the left volar forearm. None of the trains on the volar forearm demonstrated group-level 
temporal summation. (B) shows the group-level pain ratings the 12 stimulus trains delivered to the left palmar hand. Two trains, 17 and 21, showed positive summation profiles 
(denoted by asterisks). Train 17 had the following parameters: baseline/peak temperature = 44/50°C, peak stimulus duration = 0.5s, pulse ramp speed = 6°C/s, pulse frequency = 
0.33Hz. Train 21 had the following parameters: baseline/peak temperature = 44/50°C, peak stimulus duration = 0.5s, pulse ramp speed = 8°C/s, pulse frequency = 0.4Hz.
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< 0.002), suggesting only those parameters produced significant TS. When calculating TS using this method, about 66% 
of participants showed positive summation during Train 17, and 72% showed summation during Train 21 (Table 1). 
Person-level plots of the slopes across all stimulus codes and sites are depicted in Supplemental Figure 1. Additionally, 
we re-ran the third model using an unstructured covariance structure, which allowed us to examine the covariance 
between the random intercept (pain rating at the first stimulation) and random slope (degrees of summation) (Table 5). 
The covariance estimate was non-significant, indicating that the degree of summation was not determined by the pain 

Table 2 Average Group-Level Temporal Summation Slopes and Standard 
Errors for Each Stimulation Train and Calculation Method

Train Group-Level Summation Slope (SE)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Last-First Max-First Growth Curve

1 −9.272(2.156) 1.436(0.942) −0.840(0.134)

2 −17.474(2.152) 1.620(0.942) −2.052(0.130)

3 −9.019(2.156) 1.846(0.948) −0.942(0.454)

4 −20.199(2.156) −0.502(0.945) −2.333(0.130)

5 −8.315(2.167) 1.690(0.942) −0.850(0.134)

6 −17.043(2.160) 1.128(0.945) −1.890(0.130)

7 −9.105(2.163) 1.519(0.945) −1.258(0.134)

8 −19.421(2.160) 0.156(0.945) −1.865(0.134)

9 −3.858(2.162) 4.712(0.943) −0.479(0.134)

10 −10.946(2.141) 2.833(0.937) −1.214(0.130)

11 −8.161(2.159) 1.330(0.948) −0.940(0.134)

12 −16.772(2.159) 0.998(0.945) −1.648(0.134)

13 −5.074(2.156) 3.285(0.942) −0.671(0.130)

14 −10.108(2.163) 2.930(0.942) −1.099(0.134)

15 −7.567(2.174) 1.295(0.945) −0.890(−0.134)

16 −15.166(2.175) 1.716(0.945) −1.411(0.130)

17* 4.374(2.163) 10.048(0.948) 0.493(0.134)

18 −2.149(2.159) 4.848(0.945) −0.352(0.139)

19 −0.309(2.156) 7.137(0.945) −0.040(0.134)

20 −4.487(2.160) 4.195(0.945) −0.650(0.138)

21* 4.353(2.163) 8.884(0.937) 0.426(0.134)

22 −1.303(2.156) 5.449(0.939) −0.071(−0.134)

23 −3.234(2.167) 4.018(0.945) −0.257(0.134)

24 −8.624(2.156) 3.249(0.945) −0.873(0.130)

Notes: *Trains showed statistically significant positive summation at the group level (ps < 0.05) for all 
three methods used to quantify temporal summation.
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evoked by the first stimulus in the train. It also ruled out ceiling and floor effects that could be caused by high or low pain 
ratings to the first stimulus in the train, respectively.

Exploratory Analyses: Assessing for Peripheral Sensitization Across the Study
This study was designed to test several train parameters and sites to determine which of them best evoked TS-heat in 
healthy participants. To do so, it was necessary to present multiple painful trains to two test sites which might have 
evoked long-term sensitization unrelated to TS thus confounding our findings (although the location of the thermode was 
moved slightly between trains to minimize sensitization).24,25 Yet, is worth noting that this might not be a problem since 

Table 3 Results of the Temporal Summation Slope Calculated by Subtracting 
the Last Pain Rating Minus the First Pain Rating of Each Train

Fixed Effects Numerator  
Degrees of  
Freedom

Denominator  
Degrees of  
Freedom

F p

Intercept 1 33.209 20.720 <0.001
Stimulus Code 11 1466.995 49.176 <0.001

Site 1 749.406 223.913 <0.001

Stimulus Code x Site 11 1564.146 1.617 0.088

95% Confidence Interval

Random Effects Estimate SE lower upper

AR1 diagonal 129.141 3.920 163.457 177.336

AR1 rho −0.018 0.022 −0.062 0.026
Intercept Variance 106.329 26.733 64.960 174.043

Notes: Estimates show the unstandardized relationships between the predictors and the dependent 
variable. Bolded text indicates significance at p < 0.05. SE=Standard error of estimate/coefficient. 
AR1=first-order autoregressive structure.

Figure 3 Results of post-hoc analyses of group-level TS for each train. In this model, TS was quantified as the final pain rating minus the first pain rating for each train. Trains 
17 and 21 showed a positive TS slope at the group-level and were significantly different from all other trains (*ps < 0.05) after Bonferroni adjustments, except Train 19 
(p>0.05).
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peripheral heat injuries are not related to TS magnitude (at least for electric and heat stimuli), although they are related to 
reduced pain thresholds and hyperalgesia.28,29 To test for possible sensitization due to exposure to multiple stimulation 
trains during the testing session, additional analyses were conducted (using multilevel modeling) to determine if pain 
ratings to the first stimulus in each train increased across trains which would suggest peripheral sensitization (Figure 6). 
Two analyses were conducted, one for each testing site.

The independent variables for each model were testing block (1–3) and trial (ie, order of trains within each testing 
block [1–24]). For the volar forearm, there was not a significant main effect of trial, F (23, 1101.391) = 1.313, p = 0.148, 

Figure 4 Post-hoc analyses of group-level TS for each train. In this model, TS was quantified as the maximum rating minus the first pain rating for each train. According to 
Bonferroni multiple comparisons, train 17 was significantly different from all other trains (*ps < 0.05) except for trains 19 and 21. Train 21 significantly differed from all trains 
but 22, 19, and 17, and train 19 significantly differed from all trains except 23, 20, 9, 18, 22, 21, and 17.

Table 4 Results of the Temporal Summation Slope Calculated by Subtracting 
the Maximum Pain Rating Minus the First Pain Rating of Each Train

Fixed Effects Numerator  
Degrees of  
Freedom

Denominator  
Degrees of  
Freedom

F p

Intercept 1 32.731 25.124 <0.001
Stimulus Code 11 1532.034 22.985 <0.001

Site 1 787.880 28.180 <0.001

Stimulus Code x Site 11 1580.109 2.742 0.002

95% Confidence Interval

Random Effects Estimate SE lower upper

AR1 diagonal 48.545 1.454 45.778 51.480

AR1 rho 0.005 0.022 −0.038 0.047

Intercept Variance 12.194 3.211 7.277 20.431

Notes: Estimates show the unstandardized relationships between the predictors and the dependent 
variable. Bolded text indicates significance at p < 0.05. SE=Standard error of estimate/coefficient. 
AR1=first-order autoregressive structure.
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such that initial pain ratings did not significantly change across the 24 trains within a testing block. But, there was 
a significant main effect of testing block, F (2, 1102.117) = 5.170, p = 0.006. According to Bonferroni comparisons, pain 
ratings tended to increase slightly as testing progressed, such that pain ratings were significantly higher in block 3 than in 
block 1 (p = 0.004) (Figure 6A). The block x trial interaction was not significant, F (46, 1101.242) = 0.655, p = 0.964.

For the palmar hand, there was a significant main effect of trial, F (23, 596.077) = 1.934, p = 0.006), such that initial 
pain ratings decreased across the 24 trains within each testing block (Figure 6B). There was also a significant main effect 
of testing block, F (2, 287.744) = 3.437, p = 0.033, with pain ratings on the palmar hand decreasing as testing progressed. 
Yet, differences between testing blocks were not significantly different using post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons 
(ps >0.05). Like the volar forearm, the Block x Trial interaction was not significant, F (46, 610.523) = 1.310, p = 
0.087) for the palmar hand.

Overall, these analyses demonstrate that sensitization did not confound our results. In fact, the palmar hand showed 
significant habituation across testing, not sensitization. Moreover, the graphs clearly depict that pain ratings were 
generally higher on the volar forearm than the palmar hand, suggesting that stimulations to the palmar hand should be 
more tolerable even for stimulations that peak at 50°C.

Discussion
This study sought to identify optimal parameters for assessing TS-heat with a commonly used, commercially available 
stimulator, the Medoc TSA-II. In addition to determining the stimulus parameters and stimulation site, three methods for 
calculating TS-heat used in prior studies were compared to determine if calculation method altered results.9,11,12,18 

Across all three calculation methods, two stimulus trains evoked significant TS. Both trains shared many features, 
including the same site (ie, left thenar eminence of palmar hand), a baseline pulse temperature of 44°C, a peak pulse 
temperature of 50°C, and a peak stimulus duration of 0.5s. The trains varied in ramp speed and stimulation frequency; 
one train ramped from the baseline pulse temperature to the peak pulse temperature at 6°C/s with pulses delivered at 0.33 
Hz intervals, and the other ramped from baseline to peak temperature up at 8°C/s at 0.40 Hz intervals.

Implications for Assessing TS-Heat Using a Constant Contact Stimulator
Since the two stimulus trains that evoked group-level TS-heat had many similarities, it is plausible that these variables 
could be important for evoking TS. First, both trains were delivered to the thenar eminence of the palmar hand. While 

Table 5 Results of the Growth Curve Analysis Predicting Temporal Summation Slope

Fixed Effects Numerator  
Degrees of  
Freedom

Denominator  
Degrees of  
Freedom

F p

Intercept 1 32.061 247.666 <0.001

Stimulus Code 11 17,843.151 57.015 <0.001
Site 1 14,515.230 1147.399 <0.001

Stimulus Number 1 20,398.039 2310.836 <0.001

Stimulus Code x Site 11 22,348.336 2.054 0.020
Stimulus Code x Stimulus Number 11 21,110.202 70.132 <0.001

Site x Stimulus Number 1 13,449.961 63.894 <0.001
Stimulus Code x Site x Stimulus Number 11 22,420.659 2.005 0.024

95% Confidence Interval

Random Effects Estimate SE lower upper

AR1 diagonal 170.256 1.454 45.778 51.480

AR1 rho 0.005 0.022 −0.038 0.047

Intercept Variance 12.194 3.211 7.277 20.431

Notes: Estimates show the unstandardized relationships between the predictors and the dependent variable. Bolded text 
indicates significance at p < 0.05. SE=Standard error of estimate/coefficient. AR1=first-order autoregressive structure.
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Figure 6 Pain in response to the first stimulus in each train across the experiment. Panel (A) shows pain ratings for the volar forearm. As shown, pain ratings increase 
slightly across blocks, with the 3rd block evoking more pain than the 1st block. However, within each block there was not significant sensitization (as depicted by the 
horizontal or slightly negative trend lines across trials). Panel (B) shows pain ratings for the palmer hand. As shown, pain ratings significantly decreased within each testing 
block indicating significant habituation, not sensitization. Moreover, pain ratings were generally higher for the volar forearm than the palmar hand.

Figure 5 Predicted slopes (ie, change in group-level pain ratings) for each stimulus train. Trains 17 and 21 (denoted by asterisks) demonstrated statistically significant positive 
slopes, indicating group-level TS. Train 17 had the following parameters: baseline/peak temperature = 44/50°C, peak stimulus duration = 0.5s, pulse ramp speed = 6°C/s, 
pulse frequency = 0.33Hz. Train 21 had the following parameters: baseline/peak temperature = 44/50°C, peak stimulus duration = 0.5s, pulse ramp speed = 8°C/s, pulse 
frequency = 0.4Hz. *indicates trains that led to statistically significant summation.
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previous studies have successfully evoked TS at both the thenar eminence of the palmar hand and the volar forearm,8 our 
findings indicate that the palmar hand may be a preferable site for reliably eliciting TS-heat when using the TSA-II. In 
part, this finding may be related to differences in the skin thickness between these sites, which consequently alters 
subcutaneous nociceptive input detected by A-delta and C fibers. Whereas the thinner, hairy skin of the volar forearm 
allows for greater subcutaneous nociceptive input from surface stimuli, the thicker, glabrous skin of the palmar hand 
somewhat dampens input to subcutaneous nociceptors.30 This is consistent with our finding of greater pain in response to 
stimuli on the volar forearm relative to the palmar hand. Moreover, this finding may be related to differences in the 
distribution and/or density of afferent nociceptive fibers present in the glabrous skin of the palmar hand versus the non- 
glabrous skin of the volar forearm. Relative to non-glabrous skin, glabrous skin contains much fewer low threshold 
mechano- and heat-sensitive A-delta fiber nociceptors (Type II AMHs),31,32 which are responsible for detection of first 
pain in response to temperatures around 43°C.31,33,34 Given that A-delta fiber activation can evoke central inhibition of 
C fibers,31,35 assessment of TS-heat on glabrous skin may be preferable due to the presence of fewer Type II AMHs, 
which may otherwise inhibit the C fiber activation that causes TS. Finally, hairy and glabrous skin differ in their intra- 
epidermal density of afferent nerve fibers, which may also contribute to the observed differences in TS-heat slopes 
between the palm and forearm.36,37

Additionally, both trains that evoked group-level TS had baseline/peak pulse temperatures of 44/50°C, which is 
congruent with evidence that higher stimulation intensity is more likely to elicit TS.38 That is, greater stimulation 
intensity is associated with increased afferent nociceptive signaling and nociceptive output, which could in turn linger 
following the termination of the noxious stimulus, causing TS.39

Finally, both trains had peak stimulus durations of 0.5s, suggesting that a longer stimulus duration may be important 
for evoking TS-heat; this may be related to increased nociceptive signaling that occurs in response to longer presentation 
of the noxious stimulus, and consequently greater C fiber activation. By contrast, the stimulus frequency and ramp speeds 
tested in this study were not as instrumental in eliciting TS, indicating that there may be a range of frequencies and ramp 
speeds that are within the optimal parameters for eliciting TS.

Notably, despite the high peak temperature and longer stimulus duration, both trains summated to an average peak 
pain around 50 (moderate pain) on the NRS. This suggests these TS trains should be tolerable for most participants and 
still have significant room for higher summation peaks in patient populations with central sensitization.

Additional Methodological Considerations for TS-Heat Research
Beyond manipulating stimulus parameters, this study also calculated TS-heat using three methods common to the 
literature: 1) pain change score = last pain rating minus first pain rating, 2) max pain change score = maximum pain 
rating of stimuli 2 through 10 minus first pain rating, and 3) regression slope calculated from multilevel growth curve. 
Results were almost wholly consistent across all three methods, indicating that scoring method may have less of an 
impact on TS than the stimulus train parameters and site. Yet, the percentage of participants showing positive summation 
for each stimulus train somewhat differed by calculation method (Table 1). For methods 1 and 3, about 50–70% of 
participants showed positive summation during Trains 17 and 21, consistent with previous findings for TS-heat.12,13 

When using the max pain change score calculation method, however, a larger proportion of participants showed positive 
TS, with about 85–90% showing summation during Trains 17 and 21.

Given the aim of the present study was to inform a standardized protocol that may be used across laboratories, all 
conditions used a constant contact thermode. While TS can be elicited using an intermittent contact approach,8 this was 
not explored in the present study due to the challenges of standardization without custom-built equipment. However, all 
pain ratings were made based on the sensation of second pain, therefore these findings may not be applicable to TS 
protocols that do not distinguish between first and second pain.

Strengths and Limitations
The current study assessed a range of stimulus train parameters that could be employed within the equipment and safety 
limits of the Medoc TSA-II. Thus, results can be generalized to most pain laboratories, as the TSA-II remains a widely 
used device for assessing for heat pain and TS. Since newer devices (eg, CHEPS, TSA-2) can deliver stimuli with the 
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same parameters as the TSA-II, these findings may also be applicable to investigations assessing TS-heat with other 
devices as well. Finally, demonstrating that results were consistent across all three TS scoring methods helps ensure 
replicability across laboratories.

Despite its strengths, there are limitations in our study. First, participants were healthy and chronic pain-free, such that 
results cannot be generalized to populations with chronic pain. Moreover, participants were predominately White, 
college-aged students, further limiting generalizability to other populations, such as older adults and/or minoritized 
individuals. Next, the study had a relatively low sample size (n = 32), and the sample consisted mainly of cisgender 
women (n = 22), such that the study was not powered to examine sex differences in TS-heat. Further, the experimenter in 
this study was a cisgender men, which may have influenced participant responses and ratings. Also, stimulation trains 
were developed based on constraints of the TSA-II and therefore could not assess a full range of parameters, like pulse 
ramp speed. Finally, this study was designed to assess the optimal train parameters and scoring methods to observe TS at 
the individual and group levels. However, it was not able to determine which methods best correlate with chronic pain 
risk (external criterion validity). Future research is needed to address that issue.

Future Directions
Future research is warranted to address the limitations of the present study. The replication of these findings in larger and 
more diverse samples may provide additional support for the use of these parameters across laboratories. Given the 
improved capabilities of newer constant contact stimulators (eg, Medoc TSA2) to deliver heat pulses with quicker ramp 
speeds, additional parametric testing is needed. Identifying ways to optimize these parameters for TS-heat protocols may 
produce more consistent TS in future investigations. Finally, TS has been successfully elicited at other glabrous skin 
sites, like the plantar surface of the foot,20 face,11 and finger;40 therefore, future research may clarify which site is most 
reliable for eliciting TS.

Summary
This study sought to identify optimal stimulus parameters for evoking temporal summation of heat pain (TS-heat) using 
a commercially available heat stimulator, the Medoc TSA-II, to provide methodical recommendations for future 
investigations. Based on our findings, future protocols should deliver stimulations to the palmar hand (as opposed to 
the volar forearm), utilize the highest possible 44°C baseline and 50°C peak pulse temperatures, and use a peak pulse 
duration of 0.5 seconds. Pulse intervals of 0.33 and 0.40Hz were successful for evoking TS.

Disclosure
The authors have no conflicts of interest to report in this work.
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